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ABSTRACT
This paper describes the binaural cue preservation of a noise reduc-
tion algorithm for bilateral hearing aids, namely the multichannel
Wiener filter with interaural transfer function extension (MWF-ITF).
An extra term is added to the cost function to preserve the binaural
cues of both the speech and noise component of a signal at the cost
of some noise reduction. This paper combines the theoretical anal-
ysis with objective binaural performance measures and a perceptual
evaluation.

Index Terms— hearing aids, binaural hearing, noise reduction,
adaptive filter, localization

1. INTRODUCTION

Noise reduction algorithms in hearing aids are crucial for hearing im-
paired persons to improve speech intelligibility in background noise.
Multi-microphone systems are able to exploit spatial in addition to
spectral information and are hence preferred to single-microphone
systems [1, 2]. However, hearing aid users often localize sounds bet-
ter when switching off the noise reduction in their hearing aids [3].
This is not suprising, since noise reduction algorithms currently used
in hearing aids are not designed to preserve binaural cues. This puts
the hearing aid user at a disadvantage as well as at risk. Sound lo-
calization is important in speech segregation in noisy environments
(a.k.a. the cocktail party effect), and in certain situations, such as
traffic, incorrect localization of sounds could even endanger the user.
Typical adaptive multi-microphone noise reduction techniques have
a single output which contains the best estimate of the desired sig-
nal. Changing from a monaural to a binaural hearing aid design, i.e.
generating an output signal for both ears, may destroy the binaural
cues present between the signals arriving at both eardrums. It was
proven that the multi-channel Wiener filter (MWF) perfectly pre-
serves the binaural cues of the speech component of the total signal
but changes the binaural cues of the noise component to these of the
speech component [4]. When extending the multichannel Wiener
filter with terms related to the interaural transfer function (ITF) it is
possible to preserve both the cues of the speech and a single noise
source at the cost of some noise reduction. Section 2 summarizes
the MWF-ITF technique and makes a simplification to the algorithm
for complexity reasons. Section 3 describes the objective error mea-
sures which estimate the performance in terms of noise reduction
and binaural cue preservation. A perceptual evaluation, described in
section 4, was necessary to validate the algorithm and the proposed
binaural objective measures. This evaluation allows to correlate the
theoretical error measures with the perceptual performance. It also
leads to an estimation of the optimal settings of the different parame-
ters in the algorithm to preserve both the speech and noise cues in an

optimal way. In addition, it is shown that the loss in noise reduction
performance when including the extra ITF-term is stronger than the
binaural unmasking effect which takes place when the binaural cues
of both the speech and noise source are preserved.

2. BINAURAL MULTICHANNELWIENER FILTERWITH
ITF EXTENSION
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Fig. 1. Layout of a binaural noise reduction system

Consider the binaural hearing aid configuration in Figure 1, where
the left and right hearing aid have a microphone array consisting of
respectivelyM0 andM1 microphones. Themth microphone signal
Y0,m(ω) can be written in the frequency domain as

Y0,m(ω) = X0,m(ω) + V0,m(ω) m = 0 . . .M0 − 1, (1)

where X0,m(ω) and V0,m(ω) represent the speech and the noise
component at themth microphone input of the left hearing aid. As-
suming a link between both hearing aids, all microphone inputs can
be used to generate an output for the left and the right ear. We define
theM -dimensional signal vectorY(ω), withM =M0 +M1, as

Y(ω)=
ˆ
Y0,0(ω) . . . Y0,M• −1(ω) Y1,0(ω) . . . Y1,M• −1(ω)

˜T
.

The signal vector can be written as Y(ω) = X(ω) + V(ω),
where X(ω) and V(ω) are defined similarly as Y(ω). The output
signals for the left and the right ear are equal to

Z0(ω) =WH
0 (ω)Y(ω), Z1(ω) =WH

1 (ω)Y(ω) , (2)

withW0(ω) andW1(ω)M -dimensional complex vectors. We de-
fine the 2M -dimensional stacked weight vectorW(ω) as

W(ω) =

»
W0(ω)
W1(ω)

–
. (3)

The output signal for the left ear can be written as

Z0(ω) = Zx0(ω) + Zv0(ω) =WH
0 (ω)X(ω) +WH

0 (ω)V(ω) ,
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where Zx0(ω) and Zv0(ω) represent the speech and the noise com-
ponent. Similarly, the output signal for the right earZ1(ω) = Zx1(ω)+
Zv1(ω). For conciseness, we will omit the frequency-domain vari-
able ω in the remainder of the paper.

2.1. Binaural multi-channel Wiener filter (MWF)

The binaural MWF produces an MMSE (minimum-mean-square-
error) estimate of the speech component in both hearing aids. The
MSE cost function for the filterW0 estimating the speech compo-
nent X0,r• in the r0th microphone of the left hearing aid and the
filterW1 estimating the speech componentX1,r• in the r1th micro-
phone of the right hearing aid is equal to1

JMSE(W) = E
(‚‚‚‚

»
X0,r• −WH

0 Y
X1,r• −WH

1 Y

–‚‚‚‚
2
)
. (4)

In order to provide a trade-off between speech distortion and noise
reduction, the speech distortion weighted multi-channel Wiener fil-
ter (SDW-MWF) minimizes the weighted sum of the residual noise
energy and the speech distortion energy. The binaural SDW-MWF
cost function is equal to

JSDW (W)=E
(‚‚‚‚

»
X0,r• −WH

0 X
X1,r• −WH

1 X

–‚‚‚‚
2

+μ

‚‚‚‚
»
WH

0 V
WH

1 V

–‚‚‚‚
2
)

(5)
where μ provides a trade-off between noise reduction and speech
distortion. The filter minimizing JSDW (W) can be calculated using
the estimated speech and noise correlation matrices, i.e. Rx =
E{XXH} andRv = E{VVH}.
2.2. Extension with the interaural transfer function

However it was proven that the binaural MWF perfectly preserves
the binaural cues of the speech component but distorts the cues of
the noise component. In order to control the binaural cues of both
the speech and the noise component, the cost function in (5) has been
extended with terms related to the interaural transfer function (ITF)
in [4]. The extra ITF term for preserving the binaural cues of the
noise component is defined as the difference between the ITF at the
output of the algorithm and the desired ITF, i.e.

Jv
ITF (W) = E

n˛̨̨
WH

0 V

WH
1 V

− ITF v
des

˛̨̨2o
, (6)

where the desired ITF can be calculated in a least square sense using
the cross correlation matrices.

ITF x
des =

E{X0,r• X
∗
1,r• }

E{X1,r• X
∗
1,r•
} , ITF

v
des =

E{V0,r• V ∗
1,r• }

E{V1,r• V ∗
1,r•
} .

In case of a single localized source, (6) equals

Jv
ITF (W) =

E{|WH
0 V − ITF v

desW
H
1 V|2}

E{|WH
1 V|2}

(7)

The ITF cost function Jx
ITF (W) for the speech component is de-

fined similarly as Jv
ITF (W), by replacing the noise correlation ma-

trix with the speech correlation matrix and the desired noise ITF with
the desired speech ITF. The total cost function trading off noise re-
duction, speech distortion and binaural cue preservation is defined
as

1Typically, the first microphone is used, i.e. r0 = r1 = 0.

Jtot(W)=JSDW (W) + αJx
ITF (W) + βJv

ITF (W) (8)

where the parameters α and β enable to put more emphasis on bin-
aural cue preservation for the speech and the noise component. Since
no closed-form expression is available for the filter minimizing Jtot(W),
iterative optimization techniques should be used. To reduce the com-
plexity of the hearing aid algorithm a less computationally expensive
cost function is derived from (7) [5], i.e.

Jv
ITF (W)=E{|WH

0 V−ITF v
desW

H
1 V|2} (9)

3. OBJECTIVE EVALUATION

In this section objective measures are used to compute the perfor-
mance (noise reduction and cue preservation) of the algorithm. Three
different performance measures were used: SNR improvement, the
error on the ITD cues and the error on the ILD cues.

The improvement in signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the
difference between the input and the output intelligibility weighted
SNR, i.e. for the left hearing aid

ΔSNR0 =
X
I(ωi)ΔSNR0(ωi) (10)

with I(ωi) the importance of the i-th frequency band for speech in-
telligibility. The interaural time difference (ITD) is the difference
in arrival time between left and right ear and is one of the two main
binaural cues present in the ITF. The ITD error of the speech or noise
component is calculated using the phase of the cross-correlation per
freq. band. For example the ITD error of the noise component is
computed as

ΔITDv =
X

i

A(ωi)
| � E{Zv0Z

∗
v1} − � E{V0,r• V ∗

1,r• }|
π

(11)

withA(ωi) a weighting which only includes the frequency bands be-
low 1500Hz. The interaural level difference (ILD) is the difference
in power between the sounds arriving at the left and right ear due to
the headshadow effect. This is the second main binaural cue present
in an ITF. The ILD error generated by the noise reduction algorithm
on the speech or noise component is defined as the difference be-
tween input and output ILD of both components. The ILD error on
the noise component is defined as

ΔILDv =
X

i

A(ωi)|10 log10 P
out
vi − 10 log10 P

in
vi | . (12)

withA(ωi) a frequency dependent weighing function. This function
is set to 1 in this paper (all freq. bands equally important).

The left column of Figure 2 shows the speech intelligibility weighted
SNR improvement when a speaker is talking from 0◦ (in front of the
listener) with a noise source at 60◦ (S0N60). The unprocessed left or
right front microphone was used as a reference. The microphone sig-
nals of the hearing aids were generated by convolving the speech and
noise components with the appropriate transfer functions previously
measured using two dual microphone hearing aids on an artificial
head. The room had a reverberation time of T60=0.13s. This tech-
nique will be used throughout the rest of the paper. An FFT-size of
N=256 was used in the algorithm together with a sampling frequency
of fs=16kHz. Dutch VU sentences were used as the target signal and
a stationary speech weighted noise was used as jammer signal. As
expected the best noise reduction performance is found at low values
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Fig. 2. Left: SNR improvement at the output of both hearing aids. Right: Angular dependent ITD error for different values of β when the
angle of the speech source is varied.

of α and β. The performance gradually drops for increasing values
of α and β.
The right column of Figure 2 shows the ITD error for different val-
ues of β when the position of the speech source is varied from −90◦

to +90◦ in steps of 30◦. The position of the noise source is fixed
at 0◦. An input SNR of 0dB was assumed. The ITD error of the
speech component is low when β is low. However, this introduces
large ITD errors on the noise component. When increasing the value
of β the ITD error on the noise component drops significantly, how-
ever if this value is too high ITD errors are introduced on the speech
component. The same tendency was observed for the ILD errors but
these data are omitted in this paper.

4. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION

The binaural MWF-ITF technique was validated perceptually with
5 normal hearing subjects. This was necessary to validate the algo-
rithm and to estimate the optimal parameter settings perceptually.

4.1. Noise reduction performance

The microphone signals were generated as described in the previ-
ous section (S0N60). The algorithm used these signals to calcu-
late and store the correlation matrices and filter coefficients off-line.
These filters were then used in an adaptive speech reception thresh-
old (SRT) procedure which estimates the SNR level at which the
listener understands 50 percent of the speech correctly. The target
signal were dutch VU sentences and a stationary speech weighted
noise was used as jammer signal. The signals were presented under
headphones. The SRT improvement compared to a system without
filtering is shown in Figure 3 for different settings of the parameter β.
A maximum noise reduction of approx. 13dB is reached with β = 0
corresponding to the standard binaural MWF-design. A continuous
decrease in noise reduction performance is observed when more em-
phasis is placed on the preservation of the binaural cues of the noise
source. It also shows that the gain in speech perception due to restor-
ing the spatial separation of the speech and noise source (’binaural
unmasking’) is not large enough to compensate for the loss in noise
reduction performance of the algorithm. Still the gain remains quite
large even when the emphasis on noise ITF preservation becomes
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Fig. 3. SRT gain of theMWF-ITF algorithm using β = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 1
and 10 and α = 0 in the condition S0N60.

very strong (11dB at β = 10).

4.2. Localization performance

Microphone signals of both hearing aids where generated for differ-
ent conditions (SΘNΓ). These were used to calculate the accom-
panying filter coefficients using different parameter settings. Next,
telephone signals arriving from the noise and speech angle were fil-
tered with the pre-calculated coefficients, thereby simulating a fil-
tered version of a telephone signal arriving from the noise angle and
a filtered version of a telephone signal arriving from the speech an-
gle. These signals were presented under headphones. In the tested
condition the filters were calculated using a target signal located
from -90◦ to +90◦ in steps of 30◦ and a noise source located at 0◦

(SΘN0). Subjects were instructed to localize the sound source in the
frontal hemisphere between -90◦ and +90◦ in steps of 15◦. Stimuli
were repeated three times, randomized and a level roving of 5dB was
applied during the test procedure.

Figure 5 shows the accumulation of responses for the five test
subjects in two extreme cases of the condition SΘN0, namely β = 0
(standard binaural MWF) and β = 10, both using α=0. It illus-
trates clearly that the standard MWF technique (β = 0) moves the
cues of the noise source to the cues of the speech source. When β
is high (β = 10), the speech source is moved to the location of the
noise source. Now the question arises whether an optimal parameter
setting can be found which preserves both the speech and the noise
cues.
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Fig. 4. Upper: Perceptual localization error on the speech and noise component for different values of β and different speech angles SΘN0.
Lower: Sum of the mean speech and noise localization error for the condition SxN0 for the tested parameters, an optimum is reached at

α = 0,β = 0.3.
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Fig. 5. Accumulation of the responses for 5 subjects at two extreme
β-values of the condition SΘN0. The thin blue line is the correct
location of the sound component.

Figure 4 shows the average localization error over five subjects
for both the speech and the noise component. The x-axis represent-
ing the location of the presented speech source. Again, low val-
ues of β introduce a large localization error on the noise component
whereas a high value of β introduces a large localization error on the
speech component. This figure shows a large correlation with the
objective measures shown in Figure 2. If we assume that each angle
is equally important we can calculate the mean error on the speech
and noise component over all angles. When adding the mean speech
and noise error a single number is obtained per parameter setting in-
dicating the quality of the parameter setting for the condition SΘN0.
This is shown in Figure 4 for different parameter settings. For α = 0
an optimal setting for localizing sound sources would be β = 0.5.
For α = 0.5 this optimal setting is β = 10.

5. CONCLUSION

Binaural hearing aid algorithms offer more flexibility than monaural
hearing aid algorithms due to the amount of input microphones po-
sitioned around the head. However typical noise reduction systems
producing a single output signal are not suited for binaural process-
ing. A technique (MWF-ITF) was described that allows to find a
compromise between noise reduction and the preservation of binau-
ral cues. Using subjective evaluations an optimal setting was found
for the algorithm. However it seems that the loss in noise reduc-
tion performance due to this ITF term in the cost fucntion of the
multichannel Wiener filter is larger than the gain due to the binaural
unmasking effect. It was also shown that the proposed objective, rel-
ative straightforward, binaural error measures correlated well with
the perceptual evaluation described in this paper.
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